CLASA A VIII-A
1. Find the names of these endangered animals:
• sloth, parrot, killer whale, tapir, rhinoceros, porpoise, lemur, wolverine, arctic
fox, arctic wolf, giant panda, golden lion tamarin, jaguar, ocelot, orangutan,
polarbear, red panda, salamander, sea otter, seacow

2. Answer the following questions about animals:
1. Do you think it is right to keep wild animals in captivity all their life?
2. Is it morally right to spend a lot of money on pets, rather than helping people in need?
3. Do you think people should wear fur coats?
4. Should animals be kept in a zoo?
5. Do you know any endangered species?
6. Do you consider yourself an animal lover?
7. Are you afraid of any animals?
8. Have you ever been to a zoo? What animals did you see there?
9. Have you ever seen a dog that helps people, such as one to help a blind person?
10. How many pets have you raised and what are they?

11. Some people think that people shouldn't wear animal furs. Do you agree? Why or why not?
12. What animal do you think makes the best pet? Why?
13. What animals do you think is the most dangerous?
14. What are the most popular pets in your country?
15. What are the pros and cons of keeping a pet?

3. Answer the questions according to the following Albert Einstein reading.
Albert Einstein was born in 1879 in the German city of Ulm. He was no prodigy as infant. In fact
he was so late to speak that his parents were concerned he was fool. In school, his teachers saw no
special talent in him though the signs of his intelligence were there.
He taught himself calculus for example, and it is said that his teachers seemed a little afraid of
him because he asked questions they could not answer. His gift was no secret.
At the age of 16, he asked himself whether a light wave would seem stationary if one ran with
it. It may seem like a strange question, but it shows that Einstein was digging deep to the heart of a
problem. Ten years later would arise his theory of relativity.
1. Albert Einstein ----.
A) is the most genius scientist of all
B) was born in the 18th century
C) was spoiled by his teachers in school
D) worried his parents of lacking intelligence
E) seemed special as early as at his infancy
2. When he was in school, Einstein ----.
A) showed no signals about his genius
B) was afraid of his teachers due to their innocent questions
C) asked difficult questions to his teachers
D) was understood as genius by public when he was a teenager
E) couldn’t learn science
3. It’s obvious in the passage, Einstein’s ----.
A) genius was a gift
B) character was perfect to most of his teachers
C) life encouraged most of the scientist in the world
D) theory of relativity couldn’t have been found without him
E) question was the origin of his theory of relativity

